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Abstract. Edge Localized Modes (ELMs), that are present in most tokamak H(high confinement) modes, can cause significant damage to plasma facing components
in fusion reactors. Controlling ELMs is considered necessary and hence it is vital to
understand the underlying physics. The stability of ELMs is typically expressed in
terms of the pressure gradient ∇p in the edge and the edge current density jφ . Both
∇p and jφ are usually derived from profiles fitted to the measured edge density and
temperature profiles, where for the calculation of jφ neoclassical theory is used.
This paper presents direct measurements of the magnetic pitch angle γm evolution
in the edge and the derived jφ . On the one hand these provide a method to validate the
jφ as derived with neoclassical theory. On the other hand they open up the possibility
to find a complete, self-consistent set of edge profiles, that fit both density, temperature
and γm measurements, hence allowing for a more accurate stability analysis.
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1. Introduction
The intermittent energy loss caused by ELM instabilities will cause unacceptable
damage to divertor materials in burning plasma fusion reactors like ITER and beyond.
Several techniques are investigated to suppress or control ELMs, and for this a good
understanding of the ELM stability is needed [1, 2]. Together with the edge pressure
gradient ∇p, the stability with respect to ELMs is determined by the edge current
density jφ .
Typically jφ is calculated using neoclassical theory, with the bootstrap current being
the dominant contribution in the plasma edge [3, 4]. This calculation relies on the profiles
of ion and electron temperatures (Ti , Te ) and densities (ni , ne ) in edge pedestal region. A
basic assumption for neoclassical theory is that ion gyroradius ρi is significantly smaller
than the gradient length L of the profiles (ρi  L). This condition is, however, not
necessarily satisfied in the edge region of an H-mode plasma.
Moreover, because gradients of the input profiles are used in the bootstrap
calculation, smooth pedestal profiles are needed. Therefore, edge measurements from
e.g. Thomson scattering (TS) or charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS)
are typically fitted by a modified hyperbolic tangent function (mtanh) [5]. However,
the mtanh function does not always lead to an acceptable fit to the data. For example
in ASDEX Upgrade pedestal proles are better fitted with a piecewise linear function
[6]. This means the result of the bootstrap calculation will depend on the choice of fit
function.
Finally, the edge measurements need to have a high enough accuracy and radial
resolution. Especially for the ion temperature – measured by CXRS, which means the
resolution is partly determined by the width of the neutral beam – this can be an issue.
In such a case typically Ti = Te is assumed. Caution is, however, needed with this
assumption, because at low collisionality Ti = Te is typically not valid in the pedestal
region [7]. Another assumption often made due to lack of an accurate measurement is
Zeff = 1. All assumptions made obviously also have an influence on the final result of
the neoclassical determination of jφ in the edge.
The reasons mentioned above call for an independent measurement of the edge
jφ that allows to check the validity of the neoclassical calculation. Moreover, such a
measurement would also allow to find a complete, self-consistent set of edge profiles,
that fit both density, temperature and jφ measurements. When used as input to a
stability analysis, this self-consistent set of edge profiles would in turn lead to a more
accurate determination of the pedestal stability.
2. Measuring jφ in the plasma edge
Motional Stark effect (MSE) diagnostics are routinely used in tokamaks to derive jφ
from the measured the magnetic pitch angle γm = arctan(Bθ /Bφ ), with Bθ the poloidal
and Bφ the toroidal magnetic field [8]. Because γm depends on the integrated current,
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measuring a change of jφ in the edge is difficult, as jφ has to compete with the total
plasma current in order to cause a noticeable change in γm . Moreover, MSE depends on
the local radial electric field Er as well, which can be large in the pedestal region during
H-mode. Techniques other than MSE have been used for edge current measurements,
but typically long integration times are necessary (∼ 100 ms) [9]. A very recent method
based on electron Bernstein wave emission looks promising in terms of spatial and time
resolution, but requires complicated data analysis [10].
γm relates to jφ through Bθ and Ampère’s law. A change ∆γ due to a change in jφ
is given by:
Bφ ∆Bθ
.
(1)
∆γm = 2
Bθ + Bφ2
This means that in devices with a similar poloidal field Bθ but a lower toroidal field
Bφ compared with conventional tokamaks, ∆γm will be larger and hence changes in the
edge jφ easier to detect. For the spherical tokamak MAST Bφ ≈ 0.25 T at the low
field side edge, whereas Bθ ≈ 0.2 T. In a MAST H-mode a 10% bootstrap fraction is
not unreasonable, which means an increase of ∆Bθ ≈ 0.02 T over the pedestal. The
resulting change in pitch angle according to (1) would thus be ∆γm ≈ 3◦ . At 2 ms time
resolution the MAST MSE system is capable of resolving this expected change in γm
[11, 12, 13].
An MSE diagnostic does not measure γm directly, but instead measures a
polarization angle γ that in absence of a radial electric field Er is proportional to γm .
When Er cannot be neglected, as is the case in the H-mode pedestal, a correction for
Er is necessary. For an up-down symmetric plasma with the MSE measurements taken
in the mid plane (Z = 0), which is the case for the MAST discharge presented in this
paper (#24409), Bθ = BZ and the angle γ measured by the MSE diagnostic is:
tan(γ) =

− cos(β)BZ − (Er /v) cos(α + β)
,
sin(α)Bφ

(2)

with the angles α and β describing the neutral beam and viewing geometry and v the
beam velocity. By using equation (2) to constrain the equilibrium reconstruction in
codes like EFIT BZ and jφ can be found [14]. However, the basis functions used in
the EFIT code have difficulties dealing with the strong pressure gradient of the H-mode
pedestal, resulting in an inaccurate fitting to the MSE data, as can be seen in figure 1. A
more accurate result, including an estimate of the error, can be obtained by calculating
BZ directly from the MSE angle γ and then use Ampère’s law to derive jφ [15]:
∂BR ∂BZ
−
.
(3)
∂Z
∂R
Bφ , Er and ∂BR /∂Z are unknowns in equations (2) and (3) and will be discussed below.
Figure 1 shows profiles of γ and the corresponding jφ in L- and H-mode, both from a
MSE constrained EFIT reconstruction (dotted lines) and as derived from the MSE data
directly (full lines with shaded error bars). Clearly an increase of γ near the last closed
µ0 jφ =
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Figure 1. (Color online) Profiles of γ and jφ during L-mode and H-mode. The dotted
lines are the result of an EFIT equilibrium reconstruction, the full lines with (shaded)
error bars are MSE measurements of γ (top) and jφ derived from γ directly using
Ampère’s law (bottom). In H-mode a clear peaking of γ and jφ are observed in the
edge.

flux surface (LCFS) is observed for the H-mode phase, and consequently a peak in the
edge current.
The value of Bφ needed in equation (2) is taken from an initial EFIT reconstruction.
This can be done because Bφ is only weakly dependent on the local jφ in the edge. An
extra check on Bφ is that it has to be close to the well known vacuum toroidal field in
the edge of the plasma.
Er is derived from the ion fluid as:
∇(ni Ti )
,
(4)
e ni
where vφ and vZ are the toroidal and poloidal plasma rotation in the mid plane and Ti
and ni are the ion temperature and density. In this discharge Ti and vφ are measured
with CXRS and ni is assumed to be equal to the electron density ne measured with
Thomson scattering [16, 17]. No measurement of vZ exists for this discharge, but it was
observed in other discharges that vZ is, even in H-mode, an order of magnitude lower
then vφ [18]. With Bφ being of the order of BZ at the low field side edge of the MAST
tokamak, the term vZ × Bφ can be neglected with respect to the vφ × BZ term.
In the plasma edge the spatial resolution of the CXRS diagnostic is insufficient to
Er = −vφ × BZ + vZ × Bφ +
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Figure 2. (Color online) The top plot shows the used Er (full line) and the He+
spectroscopic measurement for the edge (crosses). Middle and bottom plots show BZ
and jφ with and without Er correction. The effect of Er is only small.
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calculate ∇(ne Ti ). Here the assumption Ti = Te was made. In the first plot of figure 2
measurements of both Te from Thomson scattering and Ti from CXRS are shown. For
the discharge under investigation the assumption Ti = Te in the plasma edge is justified.
With the above assumption (4) becomes:
∇(ne Te )
,
(5)
e ne
To calculate Er the measurement data was fitted with a mtanh function over the
pedestal (normalized poloidal flux ψ > 0.7) continously connected to a spline fit of the
core data. Except for vφ , that shows no evidence of a pedestal-like profile and was fitted
with a spline only. The fits to the measurement data of Te , ne and vφ are shown as full
lines in the top three plots of figure 2.
Solving (5) and (2) returns Er and BZ . The full line in the fourth plot of figure 2
shows the hence calculated Er . In the same plot an independent measurement of Er in
the plasma edge is shown (crosses). These measurements were obtained from Doppler
spectroscopy measurements on He+ injected into the plasma edge [19]. The resulting
Er is of the same amplitude but is located over a wider region than the Er based on TS
and CXRS measurements. A wide, flat Er profile, however, results in a shift of the BZ
profile (see (2)), but does not change the gradient of BZ and hence has little influence on
jφ (see (3)). This means that by using the Er based on TS and CXRS measurements, if
anything, the effect of Er is overestimated. Nonetheless, even this overestimated effect
on BZ and jφ is very small. This can be seen in the bottom two plots of figure 2 where
the BZ and jφ profiles both with and without Er correction are shown. Uncertainties in
the determination of Er are therefore not considered a major point of concern at MAST.
Er = −vφ × BZ +

Finally the term ∂BR /∂Z in Amperè’s can be found from the initial EFIT
reconstruction. Taking into account the flux surface shape depends only weakly on
the local jφ , it can be assumed that: BZ /BR ≈ BZEFIT /BREFIT . From this easily follows:
BZ ∂BREFIT
∂BR
= EFIT
.
∂Z
BZ
∂Z

(6)

BZ can be calculated for every MSE channel and its error can be derived from the
measurement error in γ. The data points with error bars in the fifth plot of figure 2
indicate this. However, for the gradient of BZ needed in (3) the spatial resolution of the
MSE diagnostic is too coarse. Therefore, smooth γ-profiles were obtained by fitting a
spline to the measured γ. These smooth γ-profiles were then used to calculate smooth
BZ and jφ profiles using equations (2), (3) and (5), indicated by the full lines in the
bottom two plots of figure 2.
As an estimate for the errors, a set of splines was fitted to the measured γ perturbed
by its errors. For each perturbed spline BZ and jφ was calculated and the r.m.s.
determines the error. This is indicated by the shaded areas around the profiles shown
in figures 1, 2 (bottom two plots), 3 and 4.
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Figure 3. (Color online) The evolution of jφ , max(|∇pe |) and the Dα emission. The
position of the LCFS is indicated in the contour plot by the white —· line. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the profiles shown in figures 1, 2 and 4.

3. The evolution of jφ in the plasma edge
Figure 3 shows the evolution of jφ , max(|∇pe |) and the Dα emission during the discharge.
The periods around the ELMs are blocked by grey areas because no reliable MSE
measurement exists at those times.
The L-H transition into a high frequency, type III ELMy H-mode occurs at
t = 0.263 s. Apart from one outlier at t = 0.295 s the edge jφ gradually increases
during this type III phase and so does max(|∇pe |). This is consistent with the picture
of pressure driven edge current. However, due to the short inter-ELM period typically
only one jφ profile can be obtained per ELM period. Hence, no information can be
obtained about the inter-ELM evolution of jφ .
The focus of the discussion will therefore lie on the 2 long ELM-free periods
following the type III phase: starting at t = 0.302 s and separated by a type I ELM at
t = 0.345 s. A final ELM at t = 0.392 s terminates the H-mode, quickly followed by a
disruption.
During these ELM-free periods strong currents are observed in the plasma edge.
The edge current is located at the pedestal position, about 2-3 cm just inside the last
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closed flux surface. The amplitude of the edge jφ reaches up to 1.6 MA/m2 , which is in
the order of the central current density.
On average max(jφ ) increases with increasing max(|∇pe |). However, the changes in
max(jφ ) are less abrupt than those in max(|∇pe |) and are delayed several milliseconds
with respect to the changes in max(|∇pe |) . Two examples of this are:
• The sudden increase of max(|∇pe |) at t = 0.329 s is accompanied by a much more
gradual increase of max(jφ ).
• At the ELM crash (t = 0.345 s) max(|∇pe |) drops significantly whereas max(jφ )
remains high for ∼ 4 ms (up to t = 0.349 s), after which it only decreases gradually.
Other interesting observations are the decrease of max(jφ ) in periods where max(|∇pe |)
remains more or less constant. This happens from t = 0.317 s to t = 0.327 s, and again
from t = 0.335 s to t = 0.341 s (just before the ELM).
The delays and more gradual evolution of jφ suggest that current diffusion plays
an important role. Another influence could be the collisionality [20]. This because the
pedestal pressure in MAST is strongly dominated by the density (see figure 2). In the
next section both will be investigated.
4. Comparison with neoclassical bootstrap calculation and current diffusion
The edge jφ during H-mode is typically attributed to the high bootstrap current fraction
due to the large pressure gradient. In the previous section it was shown that indeed the
measured jφ on average increases with increasing ∇pe . For a more detailed comparison,
however, a full neoclassical calculation needs to be done.
In such a full calculation the current comes from the bootstrap drive, including
the effect of collisionality, but also the inductively driven part, because the pedestal
profiles also change the resistivity. Finally the calculated current has to be part of a
self-consistent equilibrium.
Two codes were used to calculate the edge jφ based on the profiles of Te , Ti and ne .
Again Ti = Te was assumed for the pedestal and Zeff = 1 was assumed over the whole
plasma.
First code used is the HELENA equilibrium code, where the the formulas of [3, 4] are
included for the bootstrap calculation [21]. HELENA treats every time frame separately
and therefore does not include current diffusion.
The second code is the CRONOS suite [22]. This suite of codes also uses HELENA
for the equilibrium, but calculates the bootstrap current drive with NCLASS [23].
Furthermore, the CRONOS suite does include the current diffusion calculation.
Figure 4 shows a comparison between jφ derived from MSE and jφ calculated by
HELENA and CRONOS for 3 time points: just before the ELM (t = 0.347 s), just
after the ELM (t = 0.347 s) and late in the ELM-free period (t = 0.383 s). Because the
calculations of both HELENA and CRONOS return the complete equilibrium, and hence
profiles of BZ and Bφ , equations (2) and(5) can be used to calculate the expected MSE
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Figure 4. Comparison of the neoclassical calculation and the MSE measurement of
γ (bottom) and jφ (top). Just after the ELM the calculation predicts significantly
less edge current than that measured. Late in the ELM-free period the agreement is
better.

angles γHELENA and γCRONOS . These can then be directly compared with the γ-profiles
measured by MSE. This more straightforward comparison is also shown in figure 4.
One observes that just before the ELM and long after the ELM both the HELENA
and the CRONOS calculations are in good agreement with the measurements. Where
CRONOS, being the more elaborate model, also gives better agreement in the core of
the plasma (not shown in the figure).
Just after the ELM, however, the agreement is worse, especially for the HELENA
code. The inclusion of current diffusion in CRONOS does lead to a slightly higher
current, but enough to agree with the MSE measurement. It seems as if current diffusion
is indeed the key factor, but that the actual current diffusion is slower than what the
neoclassical theory predicts. In other words, the neoclassical resistivity seems too large.
This has been observed in previous experiments on current diffusion as well, wheret was
suggested that Spitzer resistivity agrees better with the experimental evidence [24, 25].
Just before the ELM and late in the second ELM-free period both HELENA and
CRONOS give the same result for γ in the edge, indicating that by then the edge
current is fully relaxed. Despite agreeing within the error bars with the measured γ,
the gradients of γHELENA and γCRONOS , and hence the calculated currents, are even at
these times slightly lower than measured ones. This the case throughout the discharge.
Possible reasons for this difference could be:
(a) The fact that neoclassical theory is not fully valid, because ρi  L in the H-mode
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Figure 5. (Color online) Simplified model of the type I ELM cycle according to
the peeling-ballooning model. The pressure gradient builds up until the ballooning
boundary is reached. The pedestal current can then still rise due to current diffusion
until also the peeling boundary is reached. At that point the peeling-ballooning mode
are destabilized and the ELM crash occurs (figure adapted from [27]).

edge.
(b) Certain elements that are not included in the neoclassical model, such as the
enhancement of the bootstrap current due to Er [26].
(c) The fact that the functions fitted to the Ti , Te and ne measurements do not describe
the pedestal profiles accurately enough.
The latter means that by e.g. integrated data analysis it would be possible to find
pedestal profiles that fit the measured Ti , Te , ne and γ. Such profiles would then give a
better and self-consistent description of the pedestal. When using these profiles as an
input to stability analysis, more reliable results would be obtained.
5. Notes on stability
The stability of the H-mode pedestal with respect to ELM can be described by the
peeling-ballooning model [27]. It descibes a stability region in terms of the pedestal
pressure gradient p0ped and current jped . A simplified picture of the model is shown in
figure 5 (figure adapted from [27]). If the pressure gradient exceeds a certain threshold
ballooning modes are destabilized (the ballooning boundary). The pedestal currents
jped , however, reduce the edge magnetic shear, which in turn stabilizes the ballooning
modes and shifts the ballooning boundary to higher values of p0ped . On the other
hand increasing jped will provide free energy that can destabilize peeling modes (the
peeling boundary). When crossing the threshold at both high p0ped and high jped ,
where the peeling and ballooning boundaries meet, coupled peeling-ballooning modes
are destabilized.
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Figure 6. (Color online) max(jφ ) is plotted versus max(|∇pe |) showing the stability
evolution . The ballooning boundary (thick, dashed lines) was calculated using ELITE
at t = 0.343 s and t = 0.383 s. For these time frames also the errors of max(jφ ) and
max(|∇pe |) are indicated (error bars are of similar size for the other data points). The
peeling boundary of the stable region (top left) is indicative only as no unstable peeling
modes were found in the vicinity of the data points at t = 0.343 s or t = 0.383 s.

Figure 5 also illustrates schematically a type I ELM cycle: p0ped increases during
the inter-ELM period and saturizes near the ballooning boundary. jped also rises, but
more slowly due to current diffusion. This means jped still grows when p0ped has already
fully recovered. At high enough jped the stability boundary is then crossed and peelingballooning modes destabilized, leading to the ELM crash.
However, detailed study at ASDEX upgrade of the inter-ELM evolution of ne
and Te profiles showed that the slow build-up of the derived edge jφ found from
neoclassical current diffusion calculations cannot explain the gap between the saturation
of max(|∇pe |) and the onset of the ELM [28]. Again a possible explanation could be
that the actual current diffusion is possible slower than neoclassically calculated (see
previous section). However, also in the MAST discharge presented in this paper both
the measured max(|∇pe |) and the measured max(jφ ) are saturated well before the ELM,
especially near the end of the second ELM-free period (t > 0.375 s). This can be seen
in figure 3.
In figure 6 the measured max(jφ ) is plotted against the measured max(|∇pe |). I.e.
the experimental version of the simplified stability plot of figure 5. Ideally a stability
analysis should be performed for every data point in the figure. This, however, falls
out of the scope of this paper. Therefore a stability analysis was done only for the
time frames at t = 0.343 s (just before the ELM) and t = 0.383 s (near the end of the
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discharge). The stability calculations were done for toroidal mode numbers 5-30 using
the ELITE code [29, 27].
At t = 0.343 s the plasma is found to be marginally unstable against ballooning
modes. The calculated stability boundary, indicated by the red dashed line in figure
6, lies within the error bars of the data point. During the first ELM free period, i.e.
up to t = 0.343 s, the (max(|∇pe |), max(jφ )) data points evolve more or less along the
ballooning boundary towards higher max(jφ ); in agreement with the peeling-ballooning
model. The only caveat is that at the ELM-crash only ballooning modes, rather than
peeling-ballooning modes, are found to be unstable.
At t = 0.383 s both max(|∇pe |) and max(jφ ) are saturated. Moreover, the ELM
does not occur until 10 ms later, at t = 0.392 s (when no MSE measurements were
available anymore). This indicates that the plasma is (at least marginally) stable. The
ELITE stability analysis, however, predicts that the plasma should be strongly unstable
against ballooning modes, with the calculated stability boundary, indicated by the blue
dashed line in figure 6, well outside the error bars of the data point. This clearly does
not agree with the observed stable plasma at t = 0.383 s.
Because the calculated stability depends strongly on both the shape of the plasma
cross section, as well as on the pressure and current proles, it is possible that the used
profiles do not accurately enough describe the pedestal. This could lead to a false
prediction on the stability. Again this calls for an accurate, self-consistent description
of the pedestal profiles that fits the measurements of both Ti , Te , ne and γ.
6. Summary and conclusion
Both bootstrap current and stability calculations depend strongly on the quality of and
assumptions on the input profiles. Independent measurements of the current in the
plasma edge would allow for a better description of the plasma pedestal, a validation of
neoclassical bootstrap current and finally a more accurate determination of the stability
with respect to ELMs.
Thanks to a large pitch angle and a small Er correction, MSE can be used as tool
for routinely measuring the edge jφ evolution in spherical tokamaks. First measurements
show neoclassical calculations approximately agree with measurements when the edge
current is fully relaxed. Just after the ELM event, however, the current remains high for
several milliseconds. This is longer than what is found from current diffusion calculations
using neoclassical resistivity. The evolution jφ and ∇pe in a stability plot shows that
both jφ and ∇pe can be fully relaxed well before the ELM crash. This does not agree
with the hypothesis that ∇pe can only be saturated before the ELM onset as long as jφ
still rises (e.g. due to current diffusion). Preliminary stability calculations also falsely
predict unstable conditions well before ELM onset.
Further work could be done, e.g. by integrated data analysis, on determining
pedestal profiles that fit both the measured Ti , Te , ne profiles and the measured γprofiles for MSE. Such profiles would then give a better and self-consistent description
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of the pedestal. Furthermore, when using these profiles as an input to stability analysis,
more reliable results could be obtained.
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